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1 INTRODUCTION

In the IoT, energy efficiency and memory efficiency play crucial roles. In particular, the amount of memory (RAM) is a key factor for both the price tag and the power draw of a low-end IoT device [7, 16]. Such devices need to be able to sleep a large part of the time to reduce battery drain, and thereby increase their life span—many of them are expected to last years on a small battery.

Common approach to energy efficiency in the IoT selectively combine the techniques below.

- **Energy efficient hardware** with micro-controller and radio consuming energy in mW range and ultra-efficient sleep modes in nW range. Energy harvesting techniques may also be applicable in some cases, but are not the focus of this paper.
- **Radio duty-cycling (RDC) at the MAC layer** like in TSCH [38] achieves low power by minimizing idle listening.
- **Less chatty network layer protocols** avoid communication in broadcast/multicast as the 6loWPAN protocols that adapt IPv6 to the IoT [35].
- **Centralized content caching** in the cloud or on a proxy, e.g. CoAP / HTTP caching [34].

With centralized content caching in place, content availability is preserved by a proxy or the cloud, while IoT devices sleep a large part of the time. Hence there is no trade-off between content availability and energy efficiency. Sensors can fully benefit from coordinated RDC mechanisms allowing less than 1% radio activity [38].

However, this standard approach suffers two fundamental limitations. First, when the local network gathers a large number of nodes, explicit synchronization and coordination of RDC with a MAC layer based on TSCH becomes impractical because user traffic suffers long delays or control traffic becomes large. Though alternatives have demonstrated explicit coordination of RDC at large scale [28], most existing solutions do not (yet) implement it and instead use uncoordinated RDC MAC layers such as ContikiMAC [12]. Second, in a variety of IoT use cases, connectivity with the designated gateway/proxy is intermittent, and centralized caching of IoT content fails. This happens when nodes or mobile and parts of the network temporarily fragment, but also when the gateway is a device deployed in the field along with the other IoT devices (e.g., the gateway is just an IoT device with dual radio). In such cases, the designated gateway/proxy is also unavailable a large part of the time.
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In this context, in-network caching as introduced by Information-centric Networking (ICN) [3, 39] promises benefits, even though a proper adaptation of ICN for the IoT is still a major challenge [15]. It is our intuition that ICN could conveniently organize distributed caching of IoT content near each producer, so that fewer IoT devices would have to be active, while others can sleep and data would still be available locally, at any time. Recent work [6, 23, 24, 33] has shown potential for ICN in the Internet of Things. In addition, the adaptive convergence of ICN on link layers characteristic for the IoT promises further improvements of RDC [17, 22]. Still, to the best of our knowledge there is no prior experimental work on the interplay between power-save sleep techniques on IoT devices and in-network distributed caching strategies with ICN. In this paper we explore this idea, and make the following contributions:

(1) We design and implement CoCa, a side-protocol for NDN enabling distributed cooperative caching of IoT content.

(2) We carry out extensive experiments to evaluate and validate NDN+CoCa on several testbeds with IoT networks comprising of up to 300 of devices, as well as on an emulator with 1,000 IoT devices.

(3) We show that, by exploiting both content names and interplay between deep-sleep capabilities and content caching on IoT devices, NDN+CoCa can achieve 90% reduction in energy consumption compared to state-of-the-art, while availability of recent IoT content remains above 90%.

(4) Using a theoretical model, we design and implement auto-configuration mechanisms allowing each IoT device in a deployment of arbitrary size to autonomously configure NDN+CoCa and activate energy savings as demonstrated in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 characterizes the targeted IoT scenarios, and outlines CoCa. In Section 3, we implement NDN+CoCa and evaluate it on real hardware to characterize the potential in terms of energy efficiency gains. Section 4 presents the design and implementation of auto-configuration mechanisms which allow larger scale deployments of NDN+CoCa in practice. Finally, in Section 5, we evaluate NDN+CoCa operation at large scale on IoT-Lab testbeds, as well as on a emulated network with up to 1000 nodes.

2 IoT SCENARIO CHARACTERIZATION

In this section we describe IoT device hardware and IoT network characteristics from the physical and logical point of view.

2.1 IoT Network Characteristics

We first consider a single wireless broadcast domain that gathers a set of sensors of various types as shown in Figure 1. This domain is connected to the Internet via an intermittent uplink, available when the gateway is not sleeping. When the uplink is on, it can send an interest for available content, whereupon nodes (if not sleeping) can reply with chunks of data stored in their cache. We consider that wireless links between nodes to be similar to IEEE 802.15.4 capacity, i.e. very low, measured in kbs/s. Such low capacity is due both to the limited processing power [7] of micro-controllers typically used on IoT devices (easily overwhelmed), to the low-power and lossy nature of IoT link layers which yield low data rates (congestion appears fast), and to omnidirectional radio communication (unable to avoid interferences).

2.2 IoT Device Hardware Characteristics

We consider typical low-end IoT devices [16], with a few kBytes of RAM and a low-power CPU to which are connected peripherals including a low-power radio interface, and one or more sensors. Such an IoT device is hereafter called a node.

A node can be in either of two states: active or sleeping. In the sleeping state, a node has both its radio switched off, and its CPU in sleep mode. A node in sleeping state transitions to the active state triggered by an external interrupt, either generated by a timer or a sensor, e.g., by a temperature sensor if temperature is above a certain threshold.

In the active state, a node’s CPU is running, its radio transceiver is listening or transmitting. We consider a scenario where, when a sensor has new data, it can wake up the node if it has been in sleeping state. The node can process the data accordingly, in active state, upon which it may consider going back to sleeping state. This assumption is in line with the capabilities of typical IoT hardware and available IoT software platform (e.g. RIOT [5]).

Note that, while in active state, idle listening optimizations such as radio duty cycling (RDC) at the MAC layer [14] may be used in practice to further reduce energy consumption. Irrespective of using RDC or not, the mechanisms described in this paper are applicable. We define $p$ as the average ratio of the time a node spends in sleep mode. To save energy, we are interested in cases where $p$ is big, for instance $p \geq 0.9$.

2.3 ICN-IoT Logical Architecture

We use NDN [21] on low-end IoT devices, as depicted in Fig. 2. We consider that each sensor is a source of IoT data and thus a content producer, while only the (intermittent) uplink is a consumer. Each sensor generates data as a time series of sensor readings. A sensor reading is assumed to be small enough in terms of memory to fit within a single chunk, and a single radio transmission. A sensor produces content using a specific name. In particular, sensors hosted on the same node produce content using distinct names.

CoCa: Cooperative Caching Side-Protocol.

On one hand, in face of intermittent connectivity and sleeping nodes, NDN will incur delays and many retransmissions of Interests. On the other hand, due to extreme memory contraints on
We focus on scenarios where sensors monitor a phenomenon whereby (i) data relevance strictly decreases with time, and (ii) a complete view of what the sensors are monitoring is achieved if available data comes from a larger number of distinct sources (i.e. sensors).

Maximum diversity is achieved if content from all possible sources is retrieved by the uplink. We consider the tolerated lifetime of the data $L$, where $L = k$ denotes that only the $k$ newest values of each sensor are useful.

**Energy consumption** measured based on the duration that a node spent in active and sleeping state respectively, plus the number of unicast and broadcast transmissions. In practice, we use a common energy model as proposed in [32]: $E = \sum_{state} P_{state} \cdot t_{state}$, where $P_{state}$ is the power consumed for a given state and $t_{state}$ is the time to spent in this state. Values for power consumption per state are taken from the datasheets of the MCU and radio transceiver. We consider the states: sleeping, active (listening and receiving), sending unicast, and sending broadcast packets. Finally, we assume a typical value for the idle radio duty cycle: 0.6% as described in [14].

### 3.3 Results on Availability & Energy

We first consider a small network of 50 nodes on IoT-Lab with our implementation as described in Section 3.2. In the following, unless specified otherwise, nodes’ sleep/activity cycles are uncoordinated and thus not necessarily synchronized.

**Availability:**

We evaluate data availability and energy consumption for different values of sleep ratio $p$, with NDN+CoCa using a simple caching strategy.

---

1. Source Code is available at [http://ndnrg.riot-os.org/ccnl_caching](http://ndnrg.riot-os.org/ccnl_caching)
strategy called Random Caching. With Random Caching, a new chunk received via CoCa at a content store is cached with probability $q = 0.5$ and cache replacement strategy is a simple LRU, similarly to the approach employed in [19]. In Fig. 3 we observe that the Random Caching strategy achieves encouraging performance in terms of availability (near 100%) for low values of $p$ which confirms initial simulation results from prior work [19]. Even for small values of $L$, i.e., considering only very fresh data, the availability is still about 90% for these low values of $p$. However, we note availability drops sharply for high values of $p$, for example with $p = 0.95$.

In order to achieve substantial energy efficiency gains, we nevertheless seek to maintain data availability at a higher level for larger values of $p$, which corresponds to longer periods in sleeping state, and thus less energy drain. For that purpose, we also evaluate NDN+CoCa with a different caching strategy called Max Diversity Most Recent (MDMR), which exploits the name of content to decide when to cache and what to replace in the cache. We assume that content names include the ID of the producer and a timestamp (this assumption matches IoT scenarios with time-series of sensor values). MDMR then operates as follows: first, the cache tries to replace older chunks from the same producer. Next, the cache tries to replace the oldest chunk of a producer from which several chunks are present in the cache. Finally, if there is only one entry per source, the oldest entry in the cache is replaced. In Fig. 3 we observe that MDMR consistently achieves better availability than Random Caching, especially for high values of $p \geq 0.9$, where availability remains around 90% around that mark.

**Energy:**

To evaluate energy gains, we compare NDN+CoCa with two extreme cases: on one hand NDN with only radio duty cycling (based on ContikiMAC), and on the other hand NDN+CoCa with coordinated sleep/activity cycles, whereby only one node is awake at any time: the deputy. In details: the deputy stays active and caches available content: this role is periodically assumed by each node, in a round-robin fashion. Cache hand-over is performed between outgoing deputy and incoming deputy (using the same Interest-based mechanism as the uplink to request available content from active nodes).

In order to evaluate the energy consumption for these experiments, we measured the duration each node spends in active and sleeping state, and the number of unicast and broadcast transmissions. We then fed these values to the energy consumption model described in Section 3.2. In Fig. 4 we compare performance in terms of energy consumption. We observe that compared to the baseline radio-duty cycling approach, an approach using MDMR saves about 90% of energy consumption while most of the relevant data remains available at any time. In Fig. 4 we also compare MDMR energy consumption to the baseline with coordinated sleeping. We notice that compared to coordinated sleeping, for high values such as $p = 0.95$, uncoordinated sleeping with MDMR can achieve roughly similar energy-efficiency gains, while most of the data remains available (as shown in Fig. 3).

![Figure 3: Availability with NDN+CoCa, for different values of $p$. Experiments conducted with 50 nodes and a cache size that can hold up to 80 entries.](image)

![Figure 4: Average energy consumption per node for different values of $p$, compared with baseline RDC approach (ContikiMAC). Active MCU (Cortex M3) consumes 70 mA, listening consumes 12.8 mA and a broadcasts costs approx. 1.43 mJ. The error bars in this and all following figures depict the 95% confidence interval.](image)

### 3.4 Discussion

**Generality of the approach:**

The results we have obtained so far focus on deployments that fit a single broadcast domain. However, NDN+CoCa with uncoordinated sleeping can also be applied on deployments that do not fit a single broadcast domain, assuming that FIB entries are populated accordingly. Mimicking this scenario, we ran another experiment setup where nodes scattered over a large office building in a manner such that nodes did not have direct radio connectivity with all other nodes (the network diameter was 5 hops, with 300 nodes). Results in Fig. 5 indicate that NDN+CoCa achieves comparably good content availability of about 80% for $L > 1$ in such scenarios. These values are similar to the achieved availability for the single-hop case.

**Comparing with IP:**

Cooperative distributed caching with CoCa (or a similar protocol) could also be implemented on top of IP. However, NDN+CoCa offers the key advantage of being able to reuse caching capabilities built in the (NDN) network stack. In comparison, an IP stack does not
provide built-in caching capabilities, but still uses a large part of the RAM on low-end IoT devices (almost all of it, e.g., on IoT devices with 16kB of RAM or less). Hence, on low-end IoT devices, NDN+CoCa can dedicate significantly more RAM to content caching, compared to CoCa (or an equivalent) on top of IP. Results in Fig. 6 indicate that even a small amount of additional cache size (e.g., 5 kB) can significantly increase the content availability. Thus, NDN+CoCa can provide a significant advantage over a similar approach on IP in terms of energy efficiency.

3.5 Intermediate Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, we can conclude that (i) substantial energy gains seem achievable with NDN in IoT using uncoordinated sleeping and cooperative caching with CoCa and (ii) by exploiting names and time-stamps for the caching and replacement strategy in CoCa, we can achieve better performance compared to random caching.

In the following, we seek to validate these conclusions: we carry out further experiments with larger ICN deployments and we design practical mechanisms to auto-configure arbitrary-sized deployments, so that they achieve the projected energy efficiency using uncoordinated sleeping and NDN+CoCa.

4 AUTOCONFIGURATION SCHEMES

One of the biggest hurdles with IoT is device auto-configuration. The need for automatic self-configuration stems from both to the (large) scale of IoT deployments, and to the inherent lack of human in the loop, at the device level. In this section, we thus design and implement the necessary mechanisms so that, subject to the desired content availability ratio $A$ and tolerated data lifetime $L$, each device in an arbitrary-sized IoT deployment can completely and autonomously configure itself to achieve the energy efficiency shown in Section 3.

4.1 Autoconfiguration of Names

To bootstrap an IoT deployment with ICN, content naming first has to be configured. To allow for automatic self-configuration on each device, each name must be derivable locally and must satisfy the requirements of (i) meaningfulness, and (ii) uniqueness. In order to satisfy the first requirement, we can use a prefix that is derived from sensor type identifier and a unique identifier of the node, e.g., a vendor ID. A modern IoT operating system provides the necessary interfaces for this purpose. For instance, we use RIOT, which provides (i) a device driver API offering functions to read the unique CPU ID and/or the hardware address of the network interface, and (ii) a high-level API called Sensor Actuator Uber Layer (SAUL), enabling upper layers to request information about all connected sensor devices (e.g., type and name of the sensor). To fulfill the second requirement, we extend the prefix of the name by a suffix, the timestamp, which can also serve as a version number. The name could be enhanced with further information, e.g., based on geographical or organizational properties. A name generated by our autoconfiguration mechanism then looks like `/num/DEADBEEF/1466250643`. Such names have the advantage to require no prior manual configuration: they are generated on the fly, on each node, and they are exploitable in practice to achieve the energy savings shown in section 3. For the experiments and the results described in the rest of the paper, we have implemented and used this scheme to auto-configure names.

4.2 Sleep Ratio Auto-Configuration

To benefit from the energy savings achievable with cooperative caching shown in section 3, the sleep ratio $p$ must be (auto)configured such that it provides the desired content availability ratio $A$. For this purpose, we design a simple theoretical model predicting the availability ratio $A$, based on the sleep ratio $p$.

In our model, we consider $n$ equal nodes that act as data sources and simultaneously provide some caching capacity. There are $|S| \geq n$ data sources (as one node may host several sensors). Each source produces new data periodically with period $T$, and we assume data
has a common lifetime $L \geq T$. Cached data is replaced whenever 
new data from the source arrives or the lifetime of the data is 
exceeded. Whenever a new sensor value is observed, the host node 
performs a link-local broadcast attempting to cache the new chunk 
in all caches of currently active nodes (including its own on-board 
cache). Neighbors are likely to sleep, but are awake with a common 
probability $1 - p$.

4.2.1 Analysis of Random Caching. 
With this approach, new chunks received at an active 
node is active and receives via CoCa a new content chunk with 
mission errors) consists in all of out of 
collecting sensor data from the IoT network (modulo radio trans-
of all 
mission, we neglect radio interferences. Since nodes are unco-
ordinated, we can assume independence of nodes and caches. Data 
replication initiated by sources can thus be modeled as a Bernoulli 
experiment with success probability $p_s = (1 - p) \cdot p_c$ at each replic-
ator.

Let $R_i$ be the actual number of replicas for the most recent sensor 
value of source $i$. Then $R_i$ follows a binomial distribution with

$$P[R_i = r] = \binom{n - 1}{r} p_s^r (1 - p_s)^{n-1-r}. \tag{1}$$

Hence, on average each content item is stored at the source and in 
caches throughout the network, i.e.,

$$E[content multiplicity] = 1 + E[R_i] = 1 + (n-1)p_s. \tag{2}$$

Let $R_i(L)$ be the actual number caches which contain any of the $L$ 
most recent sensor value of source $i$. We can derive this distribution 
from Equation 1, modified such that it captures $L$ ‘losses’ within $r$ 
trials, i.e.,

$$P[R_i(L) = r] = \binom{n - 1}{r} p_s^r (1 - p_s)^{n-1+(L-2)r}. \tag{3}$$

Whenever content is requested from the uplink, our network 
carries data replicated according to Equation 3, but nodes are likely 
to sleep. A content item is only available, when at least one caching 
node is awake, i.e., with probability

$$A = P[content availability] = 1 - \sum_{r=0}^{n-1} p^{r+1} P[R_i(L) = r]$$

Which simplifies to:

$$A = 1 - p \left(1 - p_s + p \cdot p_s \left(1 - p_s \right)^{L-1}\right)^{n-1}. \tag{4}$$

Data collectors on the upstream are interested in the ensemble of 
all $|S|$ content items at the same time. The expected outcome of 
collecting sensor data from the IoT network (modulo radio trans-
mission errors) consists in all out of $|S|$ content items available at 
collection time. Hence

$$E[collectable content items] = |S| \left(1 - p \left(1 - p_s + p \cdot p_s \left(1 - p_s \right)^{L-1}\right)^{n-1}\right) \tag{5}$$

4.2.2 Analysis of MDMR. 
With this approach, we assume that a fixed number $n_i$ of designated 
caching nodes is selected for each content source $i$. In detail, if a 
node is active and receives via CoCa a new content chunk with 
a name matching its designated content, the node caches it in its 
Content Store ($p_c = 1$). The problem then decomposes into node 
groups of sizes $n_i$, within which caching decisions depends only 
on the probability $1 - p$ that a node is active. Equation 4 can then 
be simplified as:

$$A = 1 - p \left(p + (1 - p)^{L} n_i^{n-1}\right). \tag{6}$$

Based on Equation 6, the predicted content availability for $L = 1$ 
is shown Figure 7.

Next we calculate MDMR observables that can be compared to 
experiments. Similarly to calculating $A$, the expected outcome 5 transforms into

$$E[collectable MDMR content] = \sum_{i=1}^{|S|} \left(1 - p \left(p + (1 - p)^{L} n_i^{n-1}\right)\right)$$

which simplifies to

$$E[collectable MDMR content] = |S| - |S| \left(p + (1 - p) n_i^{n-1}\right) \tag{7}$$

in case all $n_i$ are equal.

We will find model and experiments in excellent agreement in the 
subsequent section.

4.2.3 Autoconfiguration of Sleep-Activity Ratio. 
We verify experimentally in Section 5 that data availability predicted 
by the above model does match real data availability.

We estimate $n$ (respectively $n_i$) locally, on each IoT device by 
reusing the NDN Interest-response scheme (thus requiring no ad-
ditional RAM). Based on first autoconfigured name(s), a node ini-
tially sets the prefix(es) it will prefer caching: for instance, if the 
name is /hum/DEADBEEF/1466250645, the node will set its preferred 
prefix to /hum. During a bootstrap phase, the uplink first broad-
casts Interest to a well-known name /bootsrc to which each source 
answers with an empty content chunk using the name(s) auto-
configured as described in Section 4.1. Nodes overhear available
content names and may (optionally) modify their prefix caching preference configuration. The uplink then broadcasts Interests to another well-known name /boot, to which each node with caching capacity (i.e. with a content store) answers with a content chunk listing the names (prefixes) it is dedicated to cache. By counting the number of matches with its own designated content caching names (or prefix) in bootstrap chunks advertised by other caches, a node computes \( n \) (respectively \( n_i \)). Note that we use Bloom filters to detect potential duplicate advertisements. The rate of false positive duplicate detection with Bloom filters can be tuned such that the error is negligible, while keeping additional RAM requirements to a few hundred Bytes, even for large networks.

We can now predict (locally on each device) data availability \( A \) with NDN+CoCa using the identity provided by Equation 6 if the caching strategy is MDMR (or Equation 4 with Random Caching). We use a bisection method on the value of \( p \) to match the required data availability ratio \( A \), within a given error margin. In our implementation we perform 7 iterations, which ensure a value of \( p \) within an error of less than 1\%. These iterations are computed during a short bootstrap phase, and are completed in a matter of milliseconds on a typical MCU used in IoT (e.g. the ARM Cortex M3 on IoT-Lab testbed devices).

### 4.2.4 Discussion

The mechanism to autoconfigure \( p \) is applicable for stable IoT deployments. In particular, it is not applicable if the number of nodes in the network varies quickly in time. However, if the number of nodes varies slowly, a straightforward approach would be to repeat periodically the bootstrap phase described in 4.2.3.

Assuming each IoT device is (trivially) pre-configured with the desired content availability ratio \( A \) and tolerated data lifetime \( L \), the NDN+CoCa network can thus autoconfigure content names and automatically tune \( p \) appropriately. All in all, these autoconfiguration mechanisms fit because (i) they run locally on low-end IoT devices, (ii) the memory, computation and communication overhead they incur is non-significant, and (iii) their precision is tunable.

## 5 LARGE SCALE OPERATION

Combining NDN operation with cooperative caching as implemented in Section 4.2 and the autoconfiguration mechanisms implemented in Section 4 we were able to deploy and operate in practice energy-efficient IoT with information-centric networking at larger scale. Based on this approach, we carried out further experiments on ICN networks of 240 up to 1000 nodes.

### 5.1 Model Validation

First, we validate the model we employed in Section 4.2.2 to design our autoconfiguration mechanism. As a derivation from our model, we vary two parameters: (i) the sleep probability \( p \) and (ii) the number of caching nodes per source. In practice, the upper limit for this second parameter is given by the memory constraint of the node. We evaluate the availability of content items with respect to different lifetimes \( (L) \). Comparing the results from the experiments in Figure 9 to the values derived from the model as depicted in Figure 8, we see that both show very similar trends. However, we see that the availability in the testbed results is slightly below the results from the model, in particular for a high sleeping probability. These small deviations may be caused by link layer effects, such as interference or packet loss, which are not part of the theoretical model.

### 5.2 Impact of Data Lifetime

Next, we compare the results of NDN+CoCa with uncoord. sleeping against the baseline using coord. sleeping. Figure 10 reveals that the uncoord. sleeping approach can achieve a similar high availability compared to the coord. sleeping for values of \( L \geq 3 \), but gets outperformed by the coord. sleeping approach for smaller values of \( L \).

However, tolerating larger values of \( L \) means tolerating decreased freshness of data on average, which may not be desired. A way to mitigate this unwanted side-effect is to enhance CoCa with Source-Based Replication (SBR). With this strategy, a source periodically rebroadcasts middle-aged content. In detail, a source that has just produced and broadcasted a new content item sets a timer to be woken up again after some time \( t \) at which point it rebroadcasts this content (somewhat aged already, but still its freshest) via CoCa. \( t \) is ideally chosen in a way so that the timer fires before the next sensor value is produced. This procedure could be performed multiple times with a smaller \( t \).

In experiments on the testbed, it could be observed that replicating the latest content item only once already improves availability significantly. The results depicted in Figure 11 were gathered from an experiment with the same settings as the one depicted in Figure 9a (\( p = 0.80 \)) and reveal an improvement of availability by up to 20%.

It is possible to extend our model and our autoconfiguration mechanism for the sleep-activity ratio to capture the effect of SBR, as SBR essentially doubles the number of caching attempts per new chunk of data.

### 5.3 Impact of Hardware

Next, we studied the impact of heterogeneous IoT hardware on the energy-efficiency of our approach. We thus compared average energy consumption with NDN+CoCa on (newer) M3 IoT-LAB nodes shown Figure 4, with energy consumption on (older) WSN430 IoT-LAB nodes, shown in Figure 12.

We observe significant differences. On newer IoT hardware, we can reduce the energy consumption by about 90% compared to the baseline without affecting the data availability (compare Figure 10). Comparably, on older IoT hardware, shown in Figure 12, we see that RDC alone has a much bigger impact. Furthermore, we observe that coord. sleeping approach perform relatively much worse. A reason for this difference is that newer MCUs consume comparably more energy when active, while being very efficient when sleeping. Another reason is that sending with newer transceivers has become cheaper energy-wise. Hence, our proposed approach whereby a node does not only perform RDC, but can also power down the CPU for most of the time, is much very energy efficient—even taking the additional traffic into account.
Figure 8: Theoretical results: Availability as a function of cache numbers $n_i$ for various sleep probabilities $p$. The x-axis indicates the maximum number of possible cache entries that can store a particular content.

Figure 9: Experimental results: Availability as a function of cache numbers $n_i$ for various sleep probabilities $p$.

Figure 10: Comparing availability with NDN+CoCa using coord. or uncoord. sleeping, for different values of $L$. The interval of the active cycle was set to 30 s in the coord. sleeping approach and $p = 0.8$ for the uncoord. one.

5.4 Very Large Networks

Using NDN+CoCa with a caching strategy such as MDMR, each cache entry is hardwired to a particular source identified by its name. This has two drawbacks in large networks (i) each cache needs to be pre-configured with a large number of names, or needs to somehow gather this information during bootstrap, and (ii) a node needs to perform full name matching per received content chunk. The former is tedious at small scale and impossible at large scale. The latter wastes (scarce) energy on low-end IoT devices.

Hence we explored alternatives exploiting name structure. Using the name autoconfiguration mechanism we developed in Section 4, content names are naturally split into batches matching prefixes which distinguish sensor type. A node can thus autoconfigure itself to cache content that have a name prefix matching its preferred sensor type (computationally much less expensive than matching
Figure 12: Older IoT hardware: Average energy consumption per node for coord. and uncoord. sleeping approaches on an MSP430 based node. ContikiMAC is used for RDC. Active MCU consumes 0.5 mA, listening consumes 19.9 mA and a broadcast costs approx. 2.8 mJ.

In the full name. In the following, we call this caching strategy P-MDMR.

In Figure 13 we compare content availability in a similar setting as in the previous section, looking only at the case for $p = 0.9$ and $L = 4$. The nodes are equipped with three different types of sensors, i.e. they can be grouped in three different prefix classes (/temp, /hum, /light). We observe that NDN+CoCa with the simplified caching strategy P-MDMR achieves even better availability than with MDMR.

Finally, we conducted experiments on RIOT native emulating 1,000 nodes (this time deploying five different sensor types). We first compared the results for MDMR in a network with 240 nodes in the testbed to results on the emulated network with 1,000 nodes, using the same setup. From Figure 14 we observe that results on the testbed match results on the emulator. Then we compared MDMR against P-MDMR for the same 1,000 nodes network on the emulator. In Figure 15 we see that availability significantly improves with P-MDMR, close 100% while $p = 0.9$, which means that nodes sleep 90% of the time.

6 RELATED WORK

Caching in Sensor Networks. Early work in sensor networks proposed on-path caching [13, 36] to reduce the need for end-to-end retransmissions at the transport layer in multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSN). More recently, a content-aware diffusion mechanism was proposed for WSN leveraging on-path caching [20]. A similar approach is recently the focus of a growing community: the information-centric networking paradigm [3] proposes communication that is not host-centric and conversational such as with TCP/IP, but content-centric and completely connectionless.

Cooperative Caching. Cooperative caching has been discussed in several network scenarios, including ICN [8, 10, 26, 29, 30, 37]. Those approaches assume caches under multiple administrative authorities, which is different from common wireless IoT scenarios as we envision in this paper. We thus neither ask the question of how to force nodes to cooperate, nor do we need to solve a global optimum heuristically [8, 10, 26, 29, 30]. Furthermore, our approach...
We have implemented these caching replication mechanisms as with hundreds of IoT devices, and on an emulator with up to 1,000 devices as well as a theoretical model and autoconfiguration mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on advanced distributed caching strategies in IoT on real hardware, that addresses the trade-off of data availability and energy efficiency on large scale networks. In this paper, we focused on this problem.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and studied NDN+CoCa, a variety of mechanisms for content-centric, decentralized, cooperative caching replication of IoT content leveraging NDN. These mechanisms allow to capture most of the phenomena observed by IoT devices’ sensors in common IoT scenarios, while draining drastically less energy compared to prior art. We have developed and analyzed a theoretical model capturing such mechanisms. Our analysis derives simple identities relating sleep/activity ratio with IoT content availability. These identities allowed us to design autoconfiguration mechanisms to tune automatically, and autonomously each device, in order to achieve the projected energy efficiency with NDN+CoCa. We have implemented these caching replication mechanisms as extensions of the NDN protocol supported on RIOT, a popular software platform for low-end IoT devices. We carried out extensive experiments with this implementation, both on real hardware with hundreds of IoT devices, and on an emulator with up to 1,000 emulated IoT devices. We show that content-centric, cooperative caching mechanisms can achieve an order of magnitude reduction in energy consumption, while maintaining tolerably recent content availability above 90%.


does not introduce additional signaling overhead for coordination as it is common for distributed algorithms in this context [37].

Coordinated vs Coordinated Sleeping. Radio duty cycling mechanisms were proposed by prior work to reduce power drain due to idle radio listening. TSCH [38] combines frequency hopping and synchronized sleeping based on TDMA, while ContikiMAC [12] proposes uncoordinated sleeping combined with CSMA. Other approaches use (shared) pseudo-random number generators [11] [28] to synchronize on-off radio schedules.

ICN & IoT. First experiments with NDN on an IoT testbed hinted at potential memory- and energy-efficiency gains compared to the traditional 6LoWPAN approach, but stopped short of studying caching and replacement strategies [6]. An NDN optimisation was proposed to exploit the wireless broadcast nature of IoT networks to retrieve content from multiple producers with a single interest, using persistent PIT entries [4]. Complementary mechanisms to adapt NDN to information freshness requirements specific to IoT sensor data were studied in [27]. A high-level overview of advantages, trade-offs and challenges of information-centric networking for IoT was published in [23].

The closest related work is [19], which includes a study of a basic random caching strategy with LRU and observe performance gains in content delivery, via simulations on a grid topology. In [18], we had shown preliminary experimental results for a distributed caching strategy in small networks. In contrast, in this paper we present results for large networks and more varied strategies, as well as a theoretical model and autoconfiguration mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on advanced distributed caching strategies in IoT on real hardware, that addresses the trade-off of data availability and energy efficiency on large scale networks. In this paper, we focused on this problem.

A Note on Reproducibility

We explicitly support reproducible research [1, 31]. Our experiments have been conducted in an open testbed. The source code of our implementations (including scripts to setup the experiments, RIOT measurement apps etc.) are publicly available at http://ndnrg.riot-os.org/ccnl_caching.
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